
Introduction
Calculating arm’s length charges for intangible assets after a 
major acquisition presents unique challenges for transfer pricing 
practitioners. Following an acquisition, if the acquired business 
unit (BU) is provided with access to know-how intellectual 
property (IP) from the acquiring company that supports the 
post-merger integration process and enhances efficiency and 
profitability, then payment of fees for the use of these intangible 
assets may be warranted. In this article, we discuss valuation 
techniques that can be used to establish arm’s length fees 
for post-acquisition know-how IP. Our remarks are based on 
experience from a recent engagement, and they illustrate the 
common challenges faced by taxpayers when establishing post-
acquisition royalty rate regimes. 

Post-Acquisition Transfers of Know-How IP
To value correctly the transferred know-how IP assets at arm’s 
length requires a clear distinction between the provision of 
routine services that are typically rewarded on a cost-plus 
basis and services and intangible assets that provide long-
lasting benefits to the recipient even after the direct interaction 
between renderer and recipient ends. From an economic 
perspective, these latter elements may qualify as valuable know-
how IP. These elements can be transferred either in the form 
of “tacit” know-how that has not yet been externalized (such 
know-how is usually transferred in the “heads” of the employees 
via, for example, post-merger integration (PMI) programs), or as 
“explicit” know-how IP that can be transferred on a standalone 
base (e.g., detailed instructions, patents, and policies).
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The benefits provided to the acquired business may stem 
principally from the know-how IP that is transferred through 
core integration teams. These benefits are long-lasting and 
continue to exist after the PMI process has been finalized. The 
benefits are derived from the embedded IP that is provided by 
the integration team and are different from the benefits derived 
from routine support services that may also be performed by the 
team members. For services that embody valuable know-how IP, 
the US Services Regulations require that the acquired business 
pay a service fee to the renderer because an independent third 
party would be willing to pay a premium for such services.  
For explicit know-how IP, the acquired business would pay  
an intangible asset fee valued according to the traditional 
§1.482-4 methods.  

Correctly determining these types of intercompany charges 
according to the arm’s length standard is particularly challenging 
in the aftermath of a large acquisition or merger.   

Unique Challenges and Opportunities 
Most intangible asset valuation work assumes a relatively static 
relationship between the renderer and recipient. A typical study 
values the intangible assets at a point in time and assumes there 
is no feedback loop or collaboration process between the buyer 
and the seller. This is understandable in know-how IP valuation 
studies whose primary purpose is to establish a point-in-time 
transaction valuation for tax purposes.  



Special attention is required, however, to isolate the benefits 
that arise from transferring know-how IP when the transfer 
takes place after an acquisition. After an acquisition, a variety 
of different effects can be observed that have an impact on 
the financial performance of the acquired BU and thus make it 
more difficult to isolate those benefits connected only to the 
transferred know-how IP. Such effects can arise from economies 
of scale (synergy benefits) or from restructuring expenses. 
Moreover, benefits that accrue solely due to the fact that a 
company is owned by a larger group (i.e., advantages through 
economies of scale) do not justify the payment of intercompany 
royalties and therefore should not be considered when valuing 
transferred know-how IP.

Figure 1 illustrates how different acquisition-related effects can 
impact the overall profitability of the acquired business. The 
starting point for this analysis is the forecast return on capital 
employed (ROCE) for the acquired BU. In Figure 1, financial 
forecasts for the acquired BU that were developed prior to the 
acquisition show a ROCE level between 6 and 6.5 percent. The 
pre-acquisition forecast includes a slight increase in profitability 
over time (positively sloped ROCE forecast, line 1, Figure 1). 
Including the impact on earnings from restructuring expenses 
in the financial forecasts will lower the forecasted ROCE to 
approximately 5 percent as shown by the restructuring expenses 
forecast line 2. 

This initial hypothetical profitability level would occur if the 
acquired BU were to bear only restructuring expenses without 
benefiting from the acquisition. The acquired BU bears short-
term acquisition restructuring costs that are nonrecurring. There 
are also positive synergies and economies of scale after the 
acquisition that directly benefit the acquired BU. The negative 
effect of temporary restructuring expenses as well as subsequent 
positive synergy and economies of scale effects are illustrated by 
line 2 in Figure 1.    

Finally, the impact of transferring tacit and explicit know-how IP 
to the acquired BU leads to a long-term increase in ROCE above 
8 percent as shown by the post-acquisition forecast, line 3 in 
Figure 1. This profitability level includes restructuring expenses, 
economies of scale, and synergy effects, as well as benefits from 
know-how IP embedded in intercompany services and in know-
how IP that has substantial value independent of the services of 
any individual. The difference in ROCE between line 3 and line 
2 represents the net benefit or value provided by know-how IP. 
A further refinement, not shown here, would be to separate the 
impacts of know-how IP embedded in the intercompany services 
versus explicit know-how IP.
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Figure 1: Return on Capital Employed (ROCE) of the Acquired BU
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Post-Acquisition Valuation Methods
The Residual Profit Split Method (RPSM) is typically the only 
reliable method for valuing the relative impacts of different IP 
contributions. Using RPSM, the overall combined excess profits, 
i.e., the benefits resulting from the contribution of all know-
how IP by the acquirer, are split among the two transaction 
partners based on an analysis of the relative value of each 
participant’s involvement in generating the combined excess 
profits. Negotiations between independent parties would lead 
to a split of the total benefits that reflects the two parties’ 
contributions, their relative bargaining power, the risks involved 
in the transaction, and other relevant factors. Financial modeling 
techniques, as well as expert interviews, are applied to determine 
the split ratio between the two related transaction partners.

Figure 2 provides a high-level summary of the steps that are 
used to identify and split the benefits provided by the transferred 
know-how IP. In the first step, the value of the total know-how 
IP employed by the acquired BU is quantified. In this step, other 
merger-related effects, including economies of scale, which 
have an impact on the financial performance of the acquired 
BU, are determined. Synergy benefits and merger-related 
restructuring expenses are segmented in order to isolate the 
benefit provided by know-how IP. In the second step, the portion 
of the overall know-how IP benefits created by those elements 
that were transferred through the core integration team after 
the merger are identified. Finally, in the third step, bargaining 
power considerations are applied in order to quantify an arm’s 
length royalty for the know-how IP. This bargaining profit split is 
determined by positing a negotiation between a willing licensee 
and willing licensor. 

The outcome of the hypothetical negotiation establishes the 
price, or fair market value, that an independent licensor and 
licensee would agree upon for the right to use the transferred 
know-how IP. That price, in turn, depends upon the net gains 
that each side expects from the negotiation and, related to this, 
the alternatives available to each. 

The Parent’s net gains are the royalty payments it would receive 
minus the losses it would incur, if any, from making available 
the know-how IP. The net gains to the acquired BU are the 
incremental profits it expects to earn by using the know-how IP, 
minus any royalty payments it would have to pay to the Parent. 
Between these two positions, a negotiated settlement will take 
place. Where the agreed-upon royalty rate falls within these 
boundaries depends on the parties’ relative bargaining power as 
if the two parties were independent. 

In this context, bargaining power is measured by reference to 
the alternatives available to the parties, including the ability 
of either party to inflict losses on the other by leaving the 
negotiating table. The party with the greater bargaining power 
typically will obtain the better deal, i.e., a royalty rate closer 
to the other party’s minimum acceptable rate. For example, if 
the acquired BU can purchase similar know-how IP at a lower 
cost, then it may have relatively greater bargaining power and 
the negotiated settlement would most likely approach the best 
available substitute’s price.
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Figure 2: Royalty Determination Steps
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In practice, the applied methodology led to a valuation outcome 
expressed as an absolute discounted value in the currency of 
the acquired BU. This amount represents an arm’s length buy-in 
payment that an independent licensor and licensee would agree 
upon. Once this value was determined, we converted this lump 
sum into an annual royalty payment expressed as a percentage 
of the acquired BU’s revenue.

Conclusion
The valuation of transferred know-how IP following an 
acquisition poses additional challenges compared to valuation 
exercises in the normal course of business. Comparable 
uncontrolled transactions are typically unavailable for this 
purpose because the transferred know-how IP usually relates to 
enhancements in efficiency and is closely related to the licensor’s 
competitive advantages. Put differently, after an acquisition, 
the acquiring party provides the acquired unit with its special 
business concepts and processes. This “secret recipe” is generally 
not made available in comparable uncontrolled transactions. 

In addition, various other merger-related effects exist that have 
an impact on the financial performance of both the licensor 
and the licensee. Due to these impacts, the application of profit 
based methods that are grounded in the financial forecasts for 
the licensee is challenging, but will provide practitioners with 
a robust analytical result for defense upon audit. Restructuring 
expenses and other benefits (e.g., through economies of scale 
or scope as well as synergies) may have a strong effect on the 
financial forecasts and consequently these effects must be 
measured to isolate the value transferred solely by the acquirer’s 
know-how IP.
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